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HARMONIC AND ISOMETRIC ROTATIONS
AROUND A CURVE
L. NICOLODI

AND

L. VANHECKE

1. Introduction

-

In this paper we initiate the study of local rotations around a smooth
embedded curve or: [a, b] (M, g) in a Riemannian manifold (M, g). These
transformations are local diffeomorphisms which generalize in a natural way
the rotations around a straight line in Euclidean space E n. They are determined by means of a field of endomorphisms along the curve, (the so-called
rotation field), which for each m tr fix the tangent vectors of tr and when
restricted to the fibers of the normal bundle of cr behave like linear
isometrics.
Reflections with respect to a curve provide a class of examples of such
rotations. We refer to [2], [16], [17], [18], [19] for further details about their
study.
When tr reduces to a point we obtain the rotations around a point which
in turn generalize the geodesic symmetries. Such rotations are used to define
different classes of Riemannian manifolds, for example symmetric spaces,
generalized symmetric spaces and s-manifolds (see [6], [12], [18]). Moreover,
the properties of these rotations may be used to characterize some particular
classes of Riemannian spaces. For example, it is proved in [3] that harmonic
geodesic symmetries characterize locally symmetric spaces. This result has
been extended in [15] to s-regular manifolds by using a special class of
rotations around a point. Further, when (M, g, J) is an almost Hermitian
manifold, then the field J provides a natural rotation field. The properties of
the corresponding rotations may again be used to characterize special classes
of almost Hermitian manifolds as is done in [14]. (See also [18] for the use of
geodesic symmetries in Hermitian and symplectic geometry.)
In this paper we study similar problems for rotations around a curve
The main purpose is to study harmonic rotations. In Section 2 we give some
preliminaries. Then, in Section 3, we define rotations and derive, in the
analytic case, a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for isometric
rotations. We use this in Section 4 where we consider harmonic rotations and
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investigate their relationship with isometric rotations. In particular, we show
that for the so-called free rotations these two concepts coincide for locally
symmetric Einstein spaces. Up to now we do not know if this result can be
extended to general Riemannian spaces.
We wish to thank F. Tricerri for useful discussions.

2. Preliminaries

Let o,: [a, b] (M, g) be a smooth embedded curve in a smooth Riemannian manifold (M, g). Further, let No, be the normal bundle of o, and
denote by exp, the exponential map of this normal bundle. It is defined by

exp, ( o, ( ) v )

exp,(, v

for any t [a, b] and for v T,;t)o,, where T,;t)o, denotes the fiber of No,
over o,(t), i.e., the orthogonal complement of the tangent space T,<t)o, of o,
at or(t)in Tt)M.
Next, consider the tubular neighborhood U(s) of radius s about o,, that is,

U(s)

{exPcr(t)UIV Zcr-t)o,, Ilvll

< s, a < < b}.

Let

denote the (n

1)-dimensional ball of radius s in

T,;oo, and consider

U

t[a,b]

the open solid tube of radius s about the zero section of the normal bundle
No, of o,.
Since [a, b] is compact and since o,: [a, b] M is an embedding we can
choose s > 0 to be so small that exp is a C diffeomorphism of N,(s) onto
U(s) (see for example [10, p. 114]).
On any sufficiently small tubular neighborhood U of the curve o, there is a
special type of coordinates, namely Fermi coordinates, which are particularly
convenient to study the geometry in a neighborhood of the curve. We briefly
describe such a system (see [8], [9], [17], [18] for more details).
So, let V be the Levi Civita connection and R the Riemann curvature
tensor defined by

Rxg

Vtx, y

[Vx, Vy
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for all tangent vectors X, Y. Further, let tr: [a, b] M be a unit speed curve
as above and let {e
t(a), e2,..., en; n dim M} be an orthonormal basis
of T(a)M. Next, let E be the unit tangent field t and E2,..., En the
normal vector fields along tr which are parallel with respect to the normal
connection V 1 of the normal bundle Ntr and such that Ei(a)--e i,
2,..., n. Then the Fermi coordinates (xl,..., x ") with respect to tr(a) and
the frame field (El,..., En) are defined by

(
(

n

x exp,(t)

j=2
n

x exp,<t>

For p

j=2

U, we have p

)
tYEy )

tiE

=t-a,

2 <i <n.

exp,r(t)v, where
n

E xiEi(t)

U

ru

Ztrt)o"

i=2

and
n

Ilull

1, r2

E (xi)

2

i=2

In general

tr

is not a geodesic and we put

:u g(6:, u)
where

6:(t)

(Vt(t)(’)(t)

is the (mean) curvature vector of tr normal to & at t. If u is chosen to be
parallel along tr (with respect to V +/-), we have

V,u
Therefore, since g(u, t)

V,u

g (Vu, d’)d’.

0, we have

-g(u,6:)t

-Ku6".
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In Section 4 we shall need the expressions of g and
Fermi coordinates. Put
gij

g

OX

OX

g-1 with respect to

i,j= 1,...,n.

Then we have (see for example [8], [18], [19]):

LEMMA 2.1. Let m

r(t) and p
(xl,..., x n) we have

Fermi coordinates

2tCu(m)r +

expr(t)(ru) Ilull

l, With respect to

(K u2 Rlulu)(m)r 2

g11(P)

1

gla(P)
gab(P)

-1/2(VuRlulu 4KuRlulu)(m)r 3 + O(r4),
2
2- (3VuRuau
-gRuau(m)r
4tCuRuau)(m)r 3 + O(r4),
ab gRuaub(m)r 2 g(VuRuaub)(m)r 3 + O( r4 )7

gll(p)
gla(p)
gab(p)

+ 2Uu(m)r + (3 u + Ruu)(m)r 2
3
3
+ O(r4),
-t--(VuRlulu -1- 8uuRxulu + 12Ku)(m)r
.Rluau (m)r2 q_ (VuRlua + 4uRuau)(m)r 3 + O(r4),
ab -[- gRuaub(m) r2 + (VuRuaub)(m) r3 + O(r4),
1

2,..., n. Here we let

a, b

Ruiuj(m )

for i,j

RuEi(t)uE(t)(O’(t)) g(RuEi(t)U E(t))(r(t)), etc.

1,...,n.
3. Rotations and isometries of tubular neighborhoods

We start with some motivating considerations. Let f be an isometry of
(M,g) whose (totally geodesic) fixed point set has positive dimension and let
r be a curve as in Section 2 contained in this fixed point set. Then we have"

LEMMA 3.1. On a sufficiently small tubular neighborhood U
isometry f can be expressed by

(3.1)

of

tr

the

f exp f, I, exp, 1.

Proof For each point p U there exists a unique geodesic 3" [0, 1] M
of minimal length such that p 7(1) and tr(t) y(0) for some
[a, b].
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Furthermore,

3)(0)

exp(lt)(p).

3, is also a geodesic emanating from the same point tr(t)
and with initial velocity f, i(t)(3(0)). Hence

Now, the curve f

f(p)

f(y(1))

expr(t)(f,lr(t)’(O)).

This implies (3.1).

Remark. There are several examples of Riemannian manifolds endowed
with isometries as described above. For example, let (M, g) be a homogeneous Riemannian manifold and let K be the isotropy group at some point
of M. Since the linear isotropy representation of K in TpM is faithful the
isotropy group at p can be identified with a subgroup of O(TvM), the linear
isotropy group at p. Now, if we suppose that dim M is odd, then any
orientation-preserving element f. Ip of the linear isotropy group admits the
eigenvalue 1. Let v be a unit tangent vector corresponding to this eigenvalue
and consider the geodesic through p given by expp(tv). Then f(expv(tv)) is
also a geodesic with the same initial conditions as those of expp(tv) and
hence

f (expp ( tv ) )

expp ( tv ).

Motivated by these considerations, in particular by (3.1), we now turn to
the definition of rotations.

DEFINITIONS.

Let S(t) be a field of linear endomorphisms

S( t)" T,(t)M

Tr(t)M

along the curve r such that S(t) restricted to To.(t)o" is the identity map and
on each fiber T,;t)o- of the normal bundle Nr it is a linear isometry, that is,

S(t)(r

t, g(S(t)x,S(t)y)

g(x, y)

for all x, y T,;t)cr. Then S(t) is said to be a rotation fieM along tr. (In what
follows we shall use the same notation S(t) to indicate the operator on
Zr(t)M as well as its restriction to the fiber of Ntr at tr(t).)
Now, let U be a tubular neighborhood of tr with sufficiently small radius.
Then the local diffeomorphism s, defined by

s exp

S

exp
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is called a (local) S-rotation around or. Moreover, if S I is non-singular in
the normal bundle, we say that s is a free S-rotation.
For S -I, s, defines the reflection with respect to or.
Note that we have

s" U

-

U: exp(tr(t), v)

exp(tr(t),S(t)v).

tr is contained in the .fLxed point set of s.
The analytic expressions of s follow easily by using a system of Fermi
coordinates. We have

Furthermore,

X1

(3.2)
where

S(t)

Str

X

1,

Xi

Str

SjX j

are the components of S(t) at tr(t) with respect to the basis
S(t) for

{E2(t),..., E,,(t)} defined in Section 2. Moreover, we have s. I(t

[a, b].
From the expressions (3.2) it is clear that the study of S-rotations is

all

different from and somewhat more complicated than that of rotations around
a point due to the special role played by the xl-coordinate.

Remark. Note that S is parallel along tr if and only if S is parallel with
respect to V x and $6: 6:. In this case it follows that each higher order
derivative of tr is also an eigenvector of S with eigenvalue + 1, that is,

Scr (k)

cr (k),

k

NO

So, once a parallel rotation field S is given, we have restrictions on tr. For
example, if S defines a reflection, i.e. S -I in Ntr, then 6: 0 and hence,
tr is a geodesic. The same holds when S is a free rotation field.
Note that Lemma 3.1. yields that each isometry f is a rotation around any
curve tr contained in the fixed point set and its rotation field is f. I," As may
be checked directly, this rotation field is parallel. We stress the fact that the
isometric rotations around tr are exactly the isometries which have a (totally
geodesic) fixed point set of positive dimension containing tr and this is the
only relation between the curve and the isometry.
Now, we will look for the conditions under which a rotation field S along tr
defines an isometric rotation. This criterion will be used in Section 4.
or" [a, b]
M be a C embedded curve in a Rieg)
that the S-rotation s is an isometry.
and
suppose
(M,
manifold

THEOREM 3.2. Let
mannian

Then

(3.3)

S is parallel along
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and

(3.4)

.

( Vu u R)uxuy ( Vs

Su

R)susxsusy

Tt)r, all x, y T(t)M, all [a, b] and all k N.
Conversely, if (M, g) is analytic and S is a rotation field along r such that
(3.3) and (3.4) hold, then the corresponding S-rotation is an isometry.

for all u

Proof First, let s, be an isometry. Then s *1, is parallel along r and
since s.l,
S, S is parallel. Finally, (3.4) follows since any isometry
preserves the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives.
To prove the converse one may use one of the methods, as developed in
[8], [18] (see also [9]), to write down power series expansions for the
components of analytic tensor fields with respect to a Fermi coordinate
system. Then it is not difficult to see that the coefficients in the expansions of
the components of the metric tensor g only depend on the subset
of the set of all covariant derivatives of the curvature tensor R and on the

(mean) curvature vector # of r. Then

S

:

and S is parallel and this together with (3.4) shows that
since S
an isometry. This finishes the proof.

s

Remark. A similar theorem has been proved in [13] by using an alternative method for rotations around a point. That result is an immediate weaker
version of the classical theorem of Cartan concerning the existence of local
isometries on normal neighborhoods. Theorem 3.2 may be viewed as a
generalization of Cartan’s theorem to rotations around a curve.
The criterion given in Theorem 3.2 becomes considerably simpler for
locally symmetric spaces. In this case we have"

COROLLARY 3.3. Let (M, g) be a locally symmetric Riemannian manifold
and tra curve as in Theorem 3.2. Then the S-rotation s is an isometry if and
only if

S is parallel along

(3.5)

cr

and

R,xu

(3.6)

for all u

T,t)o’, all x, y

R susxsus

T,r(t)M and all

[a, b].
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To finish this section we shall apply this criterion to consider isometric
rotations in real, complex and quaternionic space forms.
(a) First, let (M, g) be a space of constant curvature c. Since

Rxrzw c{g(X,Z)g(Y,W) g(X,W)g(Y,Z)},
we see that (3.6) is always satisfied. Hence s, is an isometry if and only if the
rotation field S is parallel.
As a consequence of this we see that a reflection is an isometry if and only
if tr is a geodesic. (This result was also obtained in [2], [16].) To see this, we
first suppose that s is an isometry. Then the result follows from the second
remark in this section. Conversely, suppose tr is a geodesic. Then St/= 6gives

Sd= O.
Moreover, for u

Tt)tr we have Su

-u. Hence

u= -Sti-ti=ti-ti=0
and hence S is parallel.
(b) Next, let (M, g, J) be a Kihler manifold of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature c 0. Then we have

RxYzw 1/4c{g(X,Z)g(Y,W)

g(X,W)g(Y,Z)
+g( JX, Z) g( JY, W) g( JX, W) g( JY, Z)
+ 2 g( JX, Y) g( JZ, W)}.

From this we easily derive that (3.6) is equivalent to the following conditions
for the rotation field S:

(3.7)

SJ6-

J6- and SJu

JSu

or

(3.8)

SJdr

Jt and SJu

JSu

for all u orthogonal to 6-.
When s, is a reflection we derive from (3.7) and (3.8) that s can never be
an isometry except when dim M 2 in which case (M, g) has constant
curvature and we return to the case (a).
(c) Finally, let (M, g) be a quaternionic Kihler manifold of constant
quaternionic sectional curvature c 0. In this case the Riemannian curva-
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ture tensor has the special form

Rxgzw

-c g(X,Z)g(Y,W) g(X,W)g(Y,Z)

_.
3

+

g(JaX, W) g( J,Y, Z)

g( J,X, Z) g(J,Y, W)

a=l

+ 2g(J.X, Y) g(J.Z, W)]

)

(see [11]). From this one derives that (3.6) is equivalent to

_.
3

SJ,

aJtS,

a

1,2,3,

/3=1

where A (at) SO(3) and at are functions of t.
As for the complex case one derives that, when s is a reflection with
respect to a geodesic, then it can never be an isometry except for dim M 4
in which case we have again a space of constant curvature and hence again
case (a).
4. Harmonic rotations

Let (M, g) and (N, h) be Riemannian manifolds with metrics g and h and
let

q: (M, g)

_

(N,h)

be a smooth map. The covariant differential V(q,) is a symmetric tensor of
order two which is called the second fundamental form of q. The trace of
V(q,) is denoted by -(q) and is called the tension fieM of q. A harmonic
map q is a map with vanishing -(q) (see [4], [5]).
To express this condition analytically, let U c M be a domain with coordinates (xl,..., x m) and V c N a domain with coordinates (yl,..., yn) such
that q(U) V. Then q can be locally represented by y q(xl,..., xm),
a
1,..., n. Further, we have

(4.1)

V(, )/ij

02@Y
OX OX

M

y
a_ Oq)fl__
N y
o) O@
FiykO@ + Ft(
Ox’ Ox

x

and N 3’ denote the Christoffel
i, j 1,..., m and y 1,..., n. Here
symbols for (M, g) and (N, h), respectively. Hence, q is harmonic if and only
if

MFi

(4.2)

r(q) r

F

gij(v(qg,))j O.
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In the rest of this section we focus on harmonic S-rotations around a curve.
Our aim is to prove"

[a, b] (M, g) be a smooth embedded curve in a
and
Riemannian manifold M
s an S-rotation around r. If s is harmonic,
then S is parallel along r. Moreover, if s is a free S-rotation, then r is a
THEOREM 4.1. Let

r"

geodesic.

THEOREM 4.2. Let s be a harmonic free rotation on a locally symmetric
space such that the Ricci tensor is S-invariant. Then s, is an isometry and
conversely.
Then we get easily the following corollaries.

COROLLARY 4.3. A free rotation s on a locally symmetric Einstein space is
harmonic

if and only if it is an isometry.

COROLLARY 4.4. A rotation around a geodesic in a locally symmetric
Einstein space is harmonic if and only if it is an isometry.

From (4.2) and (3.2) we get that

(4.3) z(s)C( p)

s

is harmonic if and only if

{gll (7s,,)1 + 2g la( VSo.,)lac + gab(s * )ab}(P)
c

c

O
(4.4) ,r( s,) X( p)

{gl(Vs,,) 11 + 2g la( Vs,, )

+ gab( Vs, , )lab} (p)

la

O
with a,b,c

2,...,n, p

(4.5)

(w),(p)
,
(VS,)Ia(P)
(VS,)ab()

(v..)7,(p)

(VS,)a(p)c
C

(Vs,)a(p)

exp,t)(m), Ilull

1 and where

r,l,(p) + r2((p)) S,S,,xx , + F2,(s,(p))ggx
+ rl(s())x + r,(()),
-Fa(p ) + r2(s.(p));Sx + r((p))sy,
-ra(P) + r2o((p))s:s,
r,( p)g rl(p)s
c
c
+ r,((p))
+ r(s(p))__._
+ r;((p))" + rfi((p)),
Fa(P)SC Fa(p)x + F,(s(p) )S, Sa x"
+
-rY(p)X rL(p)tx + r(s(p))szs.

""

..

s
"

"

C

C
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Next, we put
3

(4.6)

EACt rt + O(r4),

"r(s,)c(p)

c

2,...,n,

t=0
3

(4.7)

.r(s,)l(p)

_,Ar’ + O(r4).
t=0

Then (4.3) and (4.4) give the following necessary conditions to have a
harmonic rotation s"

(4.8)

A=0,

At=O,

t=0,1,2,3, c=2,...,n.

Hence, we have to compute the expressions for A and

At.

To do this we use
the classical formula for the Christoffel symbols in terms of the components
of the metric tensor:

Fi( P)

-

OxJ + Oxi

g
/=1

Oxl

(P)

Now, using the expressions in Lemma 2.1, (4.5) and (4.3), (4.4), we get the
desired coefficients A and A, c 2,...,n. (We omit the lengthy but
straightforward computations.) Then we are ready for the proofs.

Proof of Theorem

4.1. Using

g(d’,Ec)

A, c

2,..., n, we obtain

g(d’,SEc) =0,

c

2,...,n.

This yields

(tS I)6"
for some k. On the other hand, (tS

(4.9)

$6:

Next, from the conditions

(4.10)

g(u, Ec)

A

k6"

I)6- is orthogonal to

and hence

6:.

0, we obtain, taking into account (4.9),

(RlulS-c

R1sulc)

(Ruas

Rsusacsa)

2
a=2

0
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or, equivalently,

g(u, SEc)

(4.11)

( Rlulc

R1sulsc )

(Ruaca

Rsusascsa)

n

2
3

0

a=2

where Sc and S-lc denote the vectors

(S(8/OxC))(o-(t))
respectively, for c

(4.12) g( ’u, Su)
Since

Ilull

and

(s-l(8/OxC))(o’(t)),

2,..., n. Now, put Ec

R1sulsu )

( Rlulu

i we have

g(u, Su)

_-

-

u in (4.11). Then we obtain
n

E ( Ruaua

0. Differentiating once again we get

g(’u, Su) + g(t, Su) + g(u, u) + g(u, Sft)
g(iS’u, Su) + g(u,u) + g(tS +tS)u, ft)
g(u, Su) + g(u, u)
ts +tS 0 on normal vectors to tr. Using this in (4.12),

(4.13)

0

because
putting u

Ec and summing up with respect to c

d-= O,

O.

Rsusasusa)

a=2

then

2,..., n, we get with

n

+

(Rcaca

Rscsascsa)

O.

a,c=2

This implies

Ve S

0; i.e., S is parallel.

Finally, it is clear from (4.9) that, if
the proof.

s

is free, then 6:

0 and this finishes

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Since any isometry is harmonic we only have to
prove the direct part of the theorem. So, let s be harmonic. Following
Theorem 3.2 we have to prove
Rlulu R1sulsu, Rluau R1susasu, Raubu RsasuSbSu,
a,b

2,...,n.
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From (4.12) and the fact that S is parallel we get
n

Rlulu R1sulsu +

(4.14)

E ( Ruaua

R SuSaSuSa )

0

a=2

and since p is S-invariant this yields at once

R lulu

(4.15)
for all u

R 1SulSu

T,;t)o.

Further, we consider the conditions A 0. Since
geodesic. By putting S-lc u, the conditions becomes

s

is flee, o- is a

n

n

E ( Rz

(4.16) -60 ] Rluau(Rluau- R1susasu) + 36

luau

2
R1susasu)

a =2

a =2

n

] (Ruaub-- RusaSuSb)

+6

a,b=2
n

E

euaub(euaub-- R SuSaSuSb )

O.

a,b=2

To handle this condition we integrate (4.16) over the unit sphere Sn-2(1) in
T,;t)o-. (See [1], [7], [8], [9] for more details.) First, note that the integrals of
n

n

Rluau-R1susasu)
a =2

and

2
2
--RsusaSuSb)
E( Ruaub
a =2

are zero. Next, let
n

_Rluau(R,uau R 1SuSaSu),
a=2
n

Ruaub(Ruaub

RsusaSuSb)

a,b=2

and let
Cn-2

(n- 1)Tr (n-1)/2
n--1

denote the volume of the unit sphere in Euclidean space E n-1. Then we
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have
n

Cn-2

1)(n + 1)

(n

n-2(1

j

[RliaiRljaJ 47 RliajRliaj 47 RliajRljai

a,i, "=2

e liai e 1SjSaSj e liaje 1SiSaSj e liaje 1SjSaSi
c_

2 F.(
+

E E (ooo .esos.s)
a2 ,1

R 2ltz/3y + R la/3,R ly/3ot

(n- 1)(n + 1)

_-

R la/3/R 1SS/3S.)

R la/3vR 1SaS/3Sy

n

2 (R12al/3 Rltl/3R1sotlS/3)

3

a, fl=l

Now we use the following identities [7]:
n

(4.17)

,

E

R1./3R1v/3.

a, fl,=l
n

(4.18)

Rla/3/R1sys/3sa

a, fl,/=l

"

E R1./3/,2

a, fl,/=
n

1

R la/3,,/R 1SaS/3Sy

a, fl,’y=l

to obtain

(4.19)

n

1

3Cn-2

Adu

1)(n + 1)

2(n

n-2(1)

n

R la/3y( R la/3y

R 1SaS/3Sy )"

a,/3, y=

Further, we use the same procedure to compute the integral of B. We get
n

n-2(1

#

du

-2

(n

1)(n + 1)
( Pub

(Pab
a, =2

R lalb) ( OSaSb

-

Rlalb) 2 +

R1salsb)

47

3

3

"

i,j=2

R2iab

n

RiajbRSiSaSjSb
i, j= 2
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Using (4.15) and the S-invariance of p we obtain

(4.20)

fs

n-2(1

# du

2(n- 1)(n + 1)

Rsisasjsb).

Riajb( Riajb

RsisaSjSb )

(4.16), (4.19) and (4.20)yield

Finally,

_,

n

n

6

Riajb(Riajb
"= 2

a, b

Rlal3,r(Rlal3,

R 1SASI3S3, ) q-

0

a,b,i,j=2

a,fl,y=l

and hence also

(4.21)
n

6
a,

E (Rlav
fl,/=l

R 1SaSI3S’r

n

2

E

(Riajb R SiSaSjSb )2

a,b,i,j=2

So, this gives
R lal v
R iajb

R1sasi3sv
R sisaSjSb

a,13, y

l,...,n,

i,j,a,b=2,...,n.

Hence the required result is obtained.
Remark. In our theorems we restricted to the case of locally symmetric
spaces with S-invariant Ricci tensor because in the more general case the
0 become more complicated and up to now we do
conditions A 0,
not know if our results can be extended to the case of general Riemannian
manifolds.

A
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